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It is well established that firms have difficulties managing changes in their environment, be they technical innovations (Henderson and Clark 1990) , regulatory changes (Smith and Grimm 1987) or market crises (Haveman 1992 ). While some organizations are able to adapt, many are subject to strong inertial forces. As Knight (1921 Knight ( /1965 has suggested, it is not these environmental changes per se that make them hard to handle but rather managers' associated inability to assess what the changes mean. Such turbulence creates a challenge for strategy making, an activity that requires managers to match strategic choices to their understanding of the external environment (Bower 1970) . Where the basic meaning of the situation is up for grabs, information from the environment cannot be comprehended as a set of easily recognizable signals.
Research in managerial cognition has suggested that cognitive frames are the means by which managers sort through these ambiguities (c.f., Walsh 1995 , for a review). This research is based in a view that strategic action is influenced by how managers notice and interpret change and translate those perspectives into strategic choices (Daft and Weick 1984 ). An important agenda for this field is to understand better how cognitive frames affect outcomes (Fiol and Huff 1992; Huff 1990; Porac and Thomas 2002) .
Several theoretical models outline how interpretive processes might influence strategy (Kiesler and Sproull 1982; Ocasio 1997) , and some empirical work has shown that managers' frames shape interpretations of the environment and subsequent strategic choices during turbulent times (Barr 1998; Barr, Stimpert and Huff 1992; Kaplan Forthcoming; Tripsas and Gavetti 2000) . We know less, however, about the underlying mechanisms within the strategy-making process that produce this connection. In particular, because such flux makes multiple cognitive frames possible, any model of action in these contexts would require an accounting for how certain frames come to predominate over others. Managerial cognition scholars have responded to this challenge by calling for a move beyond purely content issues (Bogner and Barr 2000; Elsbach, Barr and Hargadon 2005; Lant 2002 ): they have suggested that an understanding of cognitive mechanisms in such processes as strategy making requires acknowledgement of the situated and interactive nature of cognition.
Studies exploring organizational strategy-making processes have, however, mostly produced political models in which the pursuit of interests by individuals or groups is the mechanism affecting outcomes (Bower 1970; Bower and Doz 1979; Burgelman 1994; Eisenhardt and Bourgeois 1988; Pettigrew 1973) . Cognitive effects have largely been left to the side. These models suggest that actors, responding to their own incentives, shape agendas and control information flows in order to steer strategic choices in a preferred direction. Though some acknowledge the influence of worldviews (Pettigrew 1973) or of biases in perception (Bower 1970) , scholarship in this arena has not explicitly theorized about how cognition relates to political models of strategic choice. Similarly, managerial cognition research has mainly bracketed political action (Weick, Sutcliffe and Obstfeld 2005) . The link between cognition and politics in strategy-making research remains under-developed. The study reported here explores this connection by examining the political processes by which one frame rather than another comes to predominate and the ways these frames influence strategy making. A primary contribution of this paper is to portray framing in strategy making as highly contested and tightly intertwined with the political pursuit of interests.
To guide my analysis, I draw on social movement research on framing which offers one way for thinking about the integration of cognition and politics and brings into focus the actions taken to shape the frames of others. This work is based on Goffman's (1974) articulation of frames as guides to interpretation which are constructed through interaction. Frames shape how actors recognize what is going on, and framing is "an active processual phenomenon that implies agency and contention at the level of reality construction" (Benford and Snow 2000: 613) . According to this perspective, social movement actors engage in framing activities in an attempt to mobilize others around a particular point of view. While this research has primarily been conducted at the field level, I use these theories to illuminate the dynamics of strategy making within an organization in order to reveal the micro-mechanisms by which frames and politics interrelate.
To investigate the organizational processes that connect framing to outcomes, I used ethnographic techniques to study strategy making at CommCorp (a pseudonym), an established firm in the communications technology industry. The research was conducted during a period of industry upheaval when the telecommunications "bubble" burst. Studying an organization during such turbulence uncovered features that would be buried beneath the surface during more stable times (Meyer, Gaba and Colwell 2005) . Specifically, I adopted a practice approach (Jarzabkowski 2005; Orlikowski 2000) to examine the day-to-day activities of managers in the unfolding of two strategic initiatives which represented varied responses to the crash. This focus on practice led to theoretical insights about the nature of frames and the organizational dynamics through which they shape strategic choices, a model which I call "framing contests." 1 This model elucidates how actors attempt to transform their own cognitive frames into the organization's predominant collective frames through their daily interactions. Where frames about a decision are not congruent, actors engage in framing practices in an attempt to make their frame resonate and mobilize action in their favor.
These practices embody more or less skillful efforts to establish the legitimacy of their frames and of themselves as claimsmakers or to realign frames in order to influence how others see issues. These framing practices define what is at stake and, thus, are a means of transforming actors' interests. If framing activities are successful, one particular frame will come to predominate as a guide to actors' positions regarding a strategic choice. If these efforts are not successful, frame divergence can defer decisions. How these contests play out shapes the degree of continuity or change created through the strategy-making process.
This view is a significant departure from the way cognition has traditionally been construed in the managerial cognition literature. Instead of a static sense of cognition in which actors are often constrained by "psychic prisons" (Bolman and Deal 1991/2003) , the framing contests model represents cognition as a dynamic, purposive and politically-charged process of meaning construction. The fact that frames can be changed makes them a potential locus of contestation. Yet, it is also clear that individuals have particular cognitive dispositions and cannot deploy frames in a purely instrumental fashion. Framing practices are not simply political acts of issue selling (Dutton and Ashford 1993) or impression management (Elsbach and Sutton 1992) , but are constrained by the cognitive frames of the individuals engaged in them. Thus, the framing contests model finds a middle ground between cognitive and political models of strategy making, one in which frames are both constraints and resources, and outcomes are shaped by purposeful action and interaction. The focal point of the political process is the collective effort of meaning making, such that the pursuit of interests can only be understood alongside the frames actors use to interpret those interests.
Making strategy under uncertainty can therefore be comprehended as a product of contests over which frame 1 This term builds on research in the communications and media studies field on how grassroots political organizations use "frame contests" to shape media coverage of their causes, in which the "news frame" of journalists not only interprets the events but creates them (See in particular, Ryan 1991 , who coined the term).
should guide the understanding of an ambiguous environment and of choices about how to respond to it.
The remainder of the paper is organized in five sections. To anchor the discussion of framing, the first section briefly reviews perspectives on strategy making, frames and politics. The next section outlines the ethnographic techniques I used for my grounded theory building and describes the two strategic initiatives studied at CommCorp. I then analyze the function that highly political contests among frames played in shaping the strategic choices made over the course of these initiatives. The discussion section reflects on the implications of a framing contests model for research on managerial cognition, strategy making and organizational inertia and adaptation during periods of uncertainty.
STRATEGY MAKING, FRAMES AND POLITICS
Early models of policy making, such as multiple rationalities (Diesing 1962) , muddling through (Lindblom 1965) , the clinical approach (Archibald 1970) or garbage can (Cohen, March and Olsen 1972) , offered quite complex views of strategy. All admitted that power and politicking were parts of the policy-making process, and all used bounded rationality (Simon 1947) to explain decision outcomes. This research focused, for the most part, on how problems and solutions were matched in light of the cognitive limits of managers. While these foundational studies highlighted the importance of both cognitive and political forces in shaping strategic choices, they left open questions about the sources of interpretations, the process by which certain meanings came to prevail in the organization and the ways in which politics played out over time. They inspired a long stream of scholarship in strategic management which has sought to unpack these effects.
Initially, political models of the strategy process gained the most traction. Allison (1971: 171) suggested that the strategy-making process was one in which "each player pulls and hauls with the power at his discretion for outcomes that will advance his conception of…interests." In the organizational domain, Bower (1970) and Burgelman (1983) showed that the political process of giving projects impetus through the organization determined where resources get allocated, and Pettigrew (1973) demonstrated that power mobilization around particular issues influenced the direction of strategy. While the degree of politicking (such as agenda control or coalition formation) differed in these analyses , the underlying mechanism driving outcomes was actors' pursuit of their interests. However, by foregrounding political explanations, this work bracketed cognitive dynamics (Eisenhardt and Zbaracki 1992) . While some scholars of strategy processes mentioned the role of the perception of interests (Bower and Doz 1979) , worldviews (Pettigrew 1973) , or biases in perception (Bower 1970) , such cognitive factors
were not central to their explanations of strategic outcomes.
Yet, especially during periods of high uncertainty, it would seem that cognitive frames should be central to strategy-making processes as actors attempt to make sense of ambiguous signals from the environment. With this in mind, a separate stream of research in strategic management introduced cognitively-based models to the study of strategy (Huff 1990 ). These managerial cognition scholars argued that managers need to interpret their situations in order to make strategic choices and act (Daft and Weick 1984) . This work focused on establishing the presence of cognitive frames and their association with strategic outcomes. More to the point of this paper, research in this tradition has suggested that strategic change involves cognitive reorientations (Barr 1998; Barr et al. 1992; Kaplan, Murray and Henderson 2003; Szulanski, Doz and Ovetzky 2004) . The underlying model is one in which cognitive frames direct managerial attention and thus influence firm response to changing circumstances. This work has isolated cognitive frames from other effects in order to study their influence on strategic outcomes. While recent firm-level quantitative analyses suggests that frames and interests are intertwined in their effect on strategy in periods of flux (Kaplan, Forthcoming) , we know less about how these dynamics play out inside the organization.
Just as political models have tended to neglect cognitive mechanisms, managerial cognition research has not often considered the interplay with political action (Weick et al. 2005) . This seems problematic for understanding strategy making in turbulent settings because uncertainty can result in myriad interpretations about what is going on and what should be done (Louis 1980) . The existence of these multiple, often conflicting, views opens up the possibility for actors' agentic engagement in contests to control which meanings become legitimated (Sewell 1992) . Such political action is about the pursuit of interests, but actors' motives depend on the frame applied to the situation and, reciprocally, interests help select which frame will be applied (Goffman 1974) . These settings force us to consider the plurality of views that emerge (Glynn, Barr and Dacin 2000) , which means that it is important to ask not only how frames shape strategic choices but also how one frame comes to predominate over others. An answer to these questions will require the development of more explicit links between cognition and politics in a theory of strategy making.
Scholarship in social movements is one place where this integration of cognition and politics has been taking place, though at a different level of analysis and not in the domain of firm strategy making (for useful summaries, see Benford and Snow 2000; and, Snow, Soule and Kriesi 2004) . Growing out of the symbolic interactionist tradition (Fine 1993 ) and in particular from Goffman's (1974) frame analysis, social movements research suggests that the framing practices of activists can affect which frames prevail in societal discourse and in setting policy agendas. These theories call attention to the purposeful efforts that skilled actors take to shape the frames of others and how those interactions can lead to coalition formation and conflict. When changes in the environment create political opportunities for action, proponents and opponents of certain frames attempt to mobilize others by engaging in framing activities (Gamson and Meyer 1996; Snow, Rochford Jr., Worden and Benford 1986 ). Benford and Snow (2000) identify legitimacy claims and frame realignment as two such framing practices. Legitimacy battles occur as actors work to establish the empirical credibility of their frame or their authority as claimsmakers. Frame realignment involves bridging related but unconnected frames, amplifying latent frames, extending a frame to new issues or transforming frames to align with new circumstances (Snow et al. 1986 ). In the deployment of these practices, coalitions are built around powerful frames (ones which resonate broadly), and powerful coalitions can shape policy.
Increasingly, institutional and organizational theorists are using social movement theories to explain industry phenomena (Davis, McAdam, Scott and Zald 2005) . They have argued that collective action may be most evident in periods of transformation (Fligstein 1996) when actors construct legitimating accounts in order to shape the direction of change (Creed, Scully and Austin 2002) . Institutional research has suggested that social movement organizations can act entrepreneurially to shape market outcomes across firms by gaining political support for a new frame (Lounsbury and Rao 2004; Lounsbury, Ventresca and Hirsch 2003; Rao 1998) . Scholars have long suspected that social movements might also emerge inside organizations (Zald and Berger 1978) , but less is known about how this might play out.
While social movement research provides a more explicit integration of cognition and politics in understanding policy choices, these models have been criticized for their over-emphasis on framing as composed of rhetorical or influence techniques alone (Fine 1993; Steinberg 1999) . Indeed, from the perspective of the management literature, one could read the framing activities in social movements as issue selling (Dutton and Ashford 1993) or impression management (Elsbach and Sutton 1992) in which actors' interests are objectively given and guide the instrumental deployment of frames. But, if we turn back to Goffman's (1974: 21) original conceptualization of frames, he argues that they are not simply tools to deploy but rather "schemata of interpretation" which allow actors to make sense of ambiguous and varied signals.
That is to say, frames shape how individual actors see the world and perceive their own interests. Actors make choices and act from within that understanding. By corollary, framing also allows people to suggest what is going on to others. This process is not necessarily seamless and inevitable. Goffman notes that people have multiple frames from which they can draw in any one moment. He leads us to a more symbolic interactionist view of frames than that taken up by social movement research (Fine 1993; Gamson 1985) .
From this viewpoint, it is in interaction with others that the meaningfulness for the individual is established and collective meaning is negotiated. Giddens (1984) , who was very much inspired by Goffman's work, suggests that power is enacted in these interactions (see also, Bourdieu 1977) . The "powerful" do not always get their way because other actors' engagement in framing practices enables coalition building.
Applying these views to an analysis of organizational strategy making shifts the analytical focus from the firm as a whole to the internal wrangling taking place within a project and from a particular class of executives normally charged with making strategy to the full set of actors involved in shaping a decision.
Most appealingly for this study, these theories give us a means to marry political and cognitive stories about how strategic choices get made and serve as a basis for the framing contests model developed in this paper.
METHODS AND DATA
An important implication of using Goffman (1974) as a foundation for this study is the view that organizations can (and should) be understood from the bottom up through the day-to-day practices and interactions of actors. Ethnographic techniques are prescribed as a means for understanding the "interaction order" in the organization (Goffman 1983) . This is consistent with recent moves within the strategic management field to take a practice approach to studying strategy (Jarzabkowski 2005) . This approach conceives of actors as knowledgeable and purposeful and yet always acting in situated performances (Feldman 2003; Orlikowski 2000) . Such performances construct organizational strategies of action within which particular strategic choices make sense. This study was designed with these principles in mind.
Research setting
The research was based on observations of strategy making in the Advanced Technologies Group (ATG) of ) is suited to research on strategy making because the extremity of the situation heightened the visibility of actors' cognitive frames. In such circumstances, cognitive frames are less likely to be givens that are embedded in routines and indivisible from interests (Bogner and Barr 2000; Kaplan and Henderson 2005) , and thus their separate effects can be examined. In addition, a deep exploration within one firm is justified when the goal is to reveal processes and micromechanisms (Dougherty 1992b; Pettigrew 1987; Strauss and Corbin 1997) .
ATG was a corporate R&D group charged with setting the technical direction of the corporation.
This involved not just developing technologies but also making sure that these technologies had relevance to the market and to internal customers (the business units). As a result, while ATG was mainly composed of technical personnel, it also included economic analysts and marketing staff who helped develop business cases for each initiative. All investment decisions in ATG were subject to a fairly democratic decision process in which projects were screened by a Steering Committee made up of technical personnel before they 2 The names of the company, projects and individuals are disguised to protect confidentiality. 
Data collection
The goal of this ethnographic research was to uncover "the soft underbelly" ( initiatives, conducted 80 formal, unstructured interviews, observed 33 meetings (from 2 hours to 2 days long), and collected documentation for each project (e.g., e-mails, spreadsheets, PowerPoint documents, agendas and meeting minutes). This took place in the course of seven (3-5 day) site visits to the headquarters location, five (1 day) visits to a branch location, and daily telephone meetings and interviews when I was not on site. Due to the geographic dispersion of the teams, most meetings were conducted using conference calls in which I regularly participated, and most communications occurred in emails. Thus, being "in the field" took on an atypical meaning as many contacts were conducted electronically (Hine 2000) . Interviews were recorded and transcribed. I also made notes during each interview and wrote these up daily.
Analytical approach
My analytical approach was open-ended and inductive (Strauss and Corbin 1997) but driven by a broad interest in how managers made decisions about investments during periods of uncertainty and specifically focused on understanding the generation of meaning by the actors within the organization. As such, the unit of observation was the initiative while the unit of comparison in my analysis was the strategic decision.
Using the decision as a focal point for understanding management activity goes back at least to Barnard (1938) . In the context of strategy, Allison (1971) famously used the decision as an entrée into understanding policy in the Cuban Missile Crisis, and strategic management scholars have gained some traction in studying decisions as well Papadakis, Lioukas and Chambers 1998) . Such decisions are not just occasions for deciding what to do next but are more broadly about setting the strategic direction of the organization (March 1994) . It was not possible to identify these decisions ex ante. At the starting point of the research, the only evident subject of study was the initiative. Therefore, the research proceeded by selecting initiatives to scrutinize and then observing decisions as they emerged. I studied the myriad decisions made each day regarding, for example, which analyses to conduct, which data to use or whom to include in a meeting. Consistent with my emphasis on strategy making specifically, the analysis focused on a comparison of those pivotal decisions with long term implications in which resource allocations were at stake (Child 1972) . These included both explicit, formal decisions as well as "deferred decisions" (Tversky and Shafir 1992) where actors decided not to decide. These latter represent unresolved activities. As Greenwood and Hinings (1988) suggest, theorizing about organizational outcomes must encompass such deferred activities to avoid any bias from looking only at successful decision outcomes.
My investigation conformed to the principles of grounded theory from cases (Dougherty 2002; Eisenhardt 1989a; Yin 1984) . Data analysis began as the field work began: I wrote commentaries on each interview or meeting and composed weekly memos about emerging themes. In a first stage of analysis, I used information from my field notes, transcripts and archival materials to construct time lines for each initiative covering the events that took place and the different interpretations of those events by the key players in each project. This level of detail allowed me to locate the turning points in projects and identify the means by which they were achieved. Based on the insights generated from the chronologies and the weekly memos, I
built an initial list of themes and codes for analyzing the data -an approach to content analysis where the themes are suggested from the data rather than being imposed from the outside (Agar 1980) . I coded each element of the chronologies, adding new codes as they emerged from multiple readings of the data.
In a second stage, I explored how frames shaped each of the six strategic choices through a frame analysis (Goffman 1974; Johnston 1995) . Frame analysis involves understanding how actors deploy frames both to make sense of a decision context and to shape outcomes (Creed, Langstraat and Scully 2002) . I identified frames from statements made in interviews, interactions and documents. Following research on categories of frames, these were organized into diagnostic (assessment of the problem) and prognostic (assessment of the solution) aspects of frames (Benford and Snow 2000; Campbell 2005) . This is consistent with a focus on the strategic choice, as decisions involve matching problems and solutions. For each choice, I
identified the cognitive frames of actors involved, noting the proponents and opponents at each point in time.
As an example, Appendix 1 shows the evidence for the frames for one informant, Hermann Meier, in the Last Mile project. I then examined what, if any, actions actors took to get their own frames to predominate.
In line with ethnographic practice, I sought "breakdowns" (Agar 1986: 20) in my understanding both during the period of observations and after. For example, while I started the study focused mainly on cognition, it was the overwhelming presence of political action that led me to draw on social movements theories and ultimately to construct a political model of framing contests. I iterated between raw data, emerging themes and the related literature to settle on overarching concepts and their interrelationships. To assure validity, I searched for patterns by comparing across decisions to look for differences and understand why they occurred. After developing a preliminary model, I conducted a series of interviews with informants to validate the themes, revising further where new insights emerged.
UNFOLDING OF STRATEGIC DECISIONS IN TWO INITIATIVES
Observations of the Last Mile and Multiservice initiatives at CommCorp suggest that the direction strategic decisions should take was rarely clear. Frames about what was happening in the market and what should be done differed substantially across actors, and the resolution of these differences shaped the outcomes across a series of strategic choices. In this section, I trace the unfolding of these strategic choices. Of the six decisions studied here, five were highly contested and one was not, and two of the contested decisions led to unresolved activity and deferred decisions. Table 1 summarizes these patterns, shows the salient diagnostic and prognostic aspects of frames for both proponents and opponents and demonstrates the shifts in coalitions for and against each initiative across the different stages of the decision-making process.
--Insert Table 1 about here --Last Mile: should we invest in optical access technologies? The Last Mile project was initially proposed by Hugh Collins, a senior scientist in ATG, to expand optical access technologies. As optical technologies spread throughout the communications system, the "last mile" was the least penetrated because the economics had not historically supported expansion. With the crash in the long-haul optical market, managers like Hugh perceived that a solution to the glut of bandwidth in the core was to install highbandwidth, fiber-based connections to the access points. The contests revolved around differences in frames about the future value of fiber-optics ("pro-optical" vs. "anti-optical"), the future level of demand ("market opportunity" vs. "market pessimism") and about the appropriateness of optical technologies (in particular the "OpAccess" 3 technology that Hugh had previously prototyped) as a solution. The project proceeded through three hotly debated decisions. The first was an initial decision to kick off a "100 day" study to scope out a major development project. The second decision was deferred as a result of Hugh's dramatic departure in the middle of a Review Board meeting. He left because he felt he could not counter the very strong efforts by opponents to halt the project. When Hugh and his successor as project leader, Hermann, reframed the solution as consistent with a "business unit focus," they were able to minimize the pressure from opponents and build a coalition of supporters. The final decision was to make a small investment to support a single product line rather than pursue the originally proposed major development project.
Multiservice: should we invest in developing an algorithm that bridges old and new network technologies? The market crash meant that telecommunications carriers' corporate customers could not 3 For reasons of confidentiality, the nature of the technology is disguised.
afford new technology investments, yet the carriers needed to continue to upgrade their networks. The
Multiservice project was a bridge technology in the form of an algorithm that would allow carriers to provide multiple services to their business customers without requiring these capital-constrained enterprises to scrap legacy installed equipment. Developed initially by some mathematicians in Jack Stafford's group, the project started out as a technology looking for a business case. The contest in this project stemmed from different frames about the viability of this business case given its basis in optical technologies. The project proceeded through three different decision points. The first decision involved the development of the algorithm for a niche application. A marketing person (Tom Rentham) assigned to create a business case was unsuccessful in finding a rationale for the overall project, but did identify a small application while working with a product line manager in a business unit. This was easily approved by the Review Board with no opposition. At the second decision point, when Jack could not produce an adequate business case, the Steering Committee deferred a decision about investment in the larger project. Jack's view that new optical solutions were required to respond to the market threat did not resonate with people focused on short term business unit needs and convinced that optics no longer presented an opportunity. Frustrated by what he perceived to be his opponents' narrow-mindedness, Jack took the case directly to a customer who agreed to a trial. With the tacit support of his boss (Erik Helgesen), Jack staffed up a development effort that was much larger than the one originally proposed. The Review Board only formally ratified this third decision two months later.
In these two projects, we see how the ambiguities of the environment led to widely diverging frames about what was going on and what should be done. Actors attempted to shape how others perceived the situation and made strategic choices. I seek to explain these dynamics in the following sections.
FRAMING CONTESTS
The evidence from the stories of these two initiatives suggests that frames played a critical role in shaping the strategic choices made in CommCorp's Advanced Technology Group. This was not a predictable causal relationship but rather a dynamic and contested process of framing. Coalitions shifted over time as
proponents and opponents worked to frame the initiative in a way that would resonate more broadly. Actors each had cognitive frames about the direction the market was taking and about what kinds of solutions would be appropriate. They then worked to get those frames to predominate as choices about investment were made. I describe the underlying mechanisms in a model of organizational framing contests (Figure 1 ).
--Insert Figure 1 here --To start, certain cognitive frames were salient for each actor in the context of an initiative. Cognitive frames can be comprehended in Goffman's (1974: 21) sense of "schemata of interpretation" that allowed individuals to organize their understanding of the environment. Individuals had particular cognitive predispositions that influenced how they interpreted the information from the environment and subsequently what actions they took in their engagement with particular initiatives. To the extent that frames did not align,
proponents and opponents of a project engaged in framing practices to make their cognitive frames resonate at the collective level and to mobilize action in favor of a desired decision outcome. These practices shaped and were shaped by the interests of different actors. Consistent with Bourdieu's (1977) and Giddens' (1984) conceptualization of power as enacted by skillful actors, at CommCorp power was not something that actors possessed but rather something that occurred in interaction through an actor's engagement in framing practices. By attempting to establish the legitimacy of a frame or of themselves as claimsmakers or by realigning the frames in play, actors sought to push the strategic choice in the direction of their own frames and interests. Yet, framing was not only an instrumental activity in which actors could simply select the most useful frame to support their own interests. Actors' cognitive predispositions defined the scope of action for their own framing practices. In this way, interests were not fixed but rather transformed as a result of framing practices such that new frames made others believe that the proposed solution was in their own interests.
If framing practices were successful, this process produced a predominant frame. This frame shaped how the problem and solution were defined and thus which strategic choice was made. Where no frame resonated enough to mobilize action around it, frames remained divergent, activities unresolved, and the decision deferred. Frames could only structure outcomes to the degree that they were shared and collectively enacted. Frames were thus both individual and social: the cognitive frames of individuals only shaped organizational action when they came to predominate through the group's processes at the time a decision was made. Predominant collective frames were not known a priori but rather emerged as products of interactions. Below, I explore in more detail the cognitive frames and their sources, the framing practices used to make a particular frame prevail and the intertwining of such practices with political action.
Cognitive frames and their sources
Cognitive frames were the lenses through which actors at CommCorp saw the environment. To illustrate how this worked, we can examine the case of Hugh Collins in the context of the Last Mile project. Hugh was an optical engineer and the holder of many critical patents upon which the fiber-optic network was based. He had worked at CommCorp for many years, exclusively in ATG's predecessor organization, "CommCorp Labs," which had historically given inventors quite a bit of free rein in their activities. As a result, Hugh saw the world through a "pro-optical" lens (as noted in Table 1 ). Despite the crash in the market, he continued to see optics as the technology that would drive the future of communications. Continued aggressive investment in optics would be necessary to turn the market around and position CommCorp as the future leader. This diagnostic frame led him to see the crash as a threat because it might cause the organization to cut back on investments. He also believed that the way to revive the market was to increase demand by giving end users access to high-bandwidth, optical connections. When people challenged his view, he spent considerable effort collecting data on the inadequacy of the existing copper infrastructure. Similarly, because Hugh had been involved in prior OpAccess prototype projects, his prognostic frame of the solution was to develop
OpAccess and take it to market. As he noted, "It is natural to gravitate to a technology you know." His efforts to explore solutions were devoted primarily to going on visits to startups developing OpAccess technologies and conducting analyses showing the economic viability of the technology. Thus, Hugh's cognitive frame (pro-optical and pro-OpAccess) guided his data collection and analysis.
Actors were much more aware of the operation of other's frames than that of their own. According to Susannah (a member of the economic analysis team on the Last Mile project), "the technical team involved have only optical skills and background, so that being open to looking at the big access picture and other non-optical starting points wasn't going to be even considered." She implied that Hugh and his collaborators did not see the relevance of data that did not fit their frame. Reciprocally, Hugh observed about opponents to the Last Mile project, "If they find facts to support their view, they grab it at face value. Anything that contradicts their view, they put through a micro-fine sieve." As these statements imply, individuals' cognitive frames affected their information gathering, analysis and interpretations. Such frames should not be understood simply as positions that an individual took regarding an initiative; to do so would neglect how the issues and scope for action were defined. The frame shaped the position, but it was not the position itself.
Because decisions require a matching between a problem and a solution, an actor's cognitive frame coupled diagnostic and prognostic aspects (Benford and Snow 2000; Campbell 2005 ). Diagnostic aspects of frames contributed to the participants' understanding of the problem: whether the crash in the optical market represented a threat or opportunity, or whether the market was experiencing a a radical shift in its trajectory or a temporary downturn. The managerial cognition literature's characterization of frames has focused almost exclusively on diagnostic frames, including: the environmental landscape (Gavetti and Levinthal 2000; Levinthal 1997) , the nature of the technical change (Garud and Rappa 1994; Tripsas and Gavetti 2000) , the competitive structure (Porac, Thomas and Baden-Fuller 1989; Sutcliffe and Huber 1998) , and the degree of threat or opportunity (Gilbert and Bower 2002; Jackson and Dutton 1988) . This literature has theorized less about the prognostic aspect of frames, though Garud and Rappa's (1994) analysis of scientists' different views for how the cochlear implant should be developed is an exception. The assumption has been that once managers make a diagnosis, they will know which solution to apply. However, it was clear from the unfolding of the Last Mile and Multiservice projects that disputes about views of the solution to the market challenges existed: what technology should be used; whether passion about the technology was an adequate criterion; or if formal decision-making procedures should trump other approaches.
Frames were not tools that actors could deploy at will. Observations at CommCorp suggest that an understanding of the sources of frames elucidates their effect in enabling and constraining an individual's scope of action. Previous research in managerial cognition has focused less on the origins of frames, though many scholars have suggested that demographic measures proxy cognitive features (Hambrick and Mason 1984; Wiersema and Bantel 1992) . Implicit in demographic measures is the idea that different individual histories generate accumulations of knowledge that then lead to particular cognitive frames. Where such accumulations have been explored, it has been primarily in the research on thought worlds of functional groups such as R&D or marketing (Dearborn and Simon 1958) . These have been shown to lead to conflicts of interpretation (Bechky 2003; Carlile 2002; Dougherty 1992a) , the resolution of which shape strategic issue definition and resource allocation (Glynn 2000) . At CommCorp, I found that actors' frames were the products not only of their functional groups but also of the many other facets of their backgrounds.
It is therefore useful to conceptualize participants' frames as the encoding of a variety of previous experiences -including individual career histories, project experience, functional membership, position in the hierarchy -and contexts -including the firm, the industry and the prevailing technological paradigm.
Each of these arenas had its own institutional logic that guided views and behavior (Thornton and Ocasio 1999 ) and contributed to a repertoire of institutional logics and knowledge accumulations (Bourdieu 1977; Gioia 1986; Zerubavel 1997) . These frame repertoires functioned as tool kits from which actors constructed cognitive frames in responding to specific situations (Campbell 2005; Swidler 1986; Tarrow 1994 ). This understanding of frames has two implications: that actors could construct different frames in different contexts and that certain elements in repertoires could be shared within a firm by dint of common past experiences of individuals but could be enacted differently by each person (DiMaggio 1997). In addition, this multiplicity makes frames more fragile than typically portrayed in the managerial cognition literature and therefore a potential locus of contestation (Gamson 1985) . Table 2 shows how frames were made of systems of building blocks from actors' repertoires. These elements are portrayed in the table as pairs of contrasting views. Individual actors held these views to different degrees, but the descriptions usefully establish the main poles on the spectrum. The table also shows how these elements could be combined and recombined into different frames. For example, the "prooptical" frame clustered together views that the market downturn was temporary, that optics were the future of communications, that aggressive investment was needed in the short term and that "killer apps" were going to drive exponential market growth. The "business unit focus" frame included views about the need for ATG to reorient its priorities, about the value of market factors in technology investment decisions, about the value of business unit focus and about the importance of the formal decision-making processes.
--Insert Table 2 here --Based on career histories of each of the informants, I was able to trace the sources of accumulations presented in Table 2 . Managers with optical training were likely to think that optics were the future of communications, that CommCorp should be investing in optics in the short term despite the market downturn and that lack of high-speed access to the end user was the limit to growth. Those with training in electronics and software were more likely to think that the optical market was saturated for a long time to come and that
CommCorp should "move up the stack" from hardware to the application level of the system. CommCorp's norms about making all technologies in-house rather than outsourcing and about focusing on low-volume, high-value products were another source of accumulations. People with experience outside of CommCorp were more likely to value outsourcing and reorienting priorities away from the "Lab mindset" (in which research was valued over other functions). From these repertoires, CommCorp managers each evoked different cognitive frames to give meaning to the ambiguities they faced.
Framing practices: constructing a predominant frame Such a view of frames suggests that actors held different frames but that change was possible. This opens up the prospect that actors can act purposefully to shape the frames of others in order to mobilize support for (or decrease the resistance to) a project (Benford and Snow 2000; Goffman 1974 ). Further, the stories of the Last Mile and Multiservice projects point out that the degree of congruence of an actor's cognitive frame with those of others (Orlikowski and Gash 1994) made engaging in framing practices more or less necessary.
Such practices are situated performances (Feldman 2003; Orlikowski 2000) in which knowledgeable actors use their social skills to incite collective action (Bourdieu 1977; Fligstein 2001; Giddens 1984 ).
In the case of CommCorp, when frames about a particular initiative resonated widely in the organization, little opposition surfaced and no framing contest took place (as in the Multiservice project's initial decision to spin out a piece of the technology to support a business unit need). However, given the uncertainty faced by CommCorp, actors' frames were not often congruent, and no actor could impose his or her own frame on the decision-making process, at least not without contestation. Instead, proponents and opponents coalesced and then engaged in framing practices aimed at neutralizing opposition and building their own coalitions. Actors' interests were deeply implicated in this process. The framing practices of these coalitions aimed at mobilizing frames that were congruent with others' interests or caused others to see their interests in new ways. Each endeavor to shape the frames associated with a decision was met with counterframing efforts -those attempts to rebut, undermine or realign the diagnostic and prognostic frames held by the opposing coalition. How one frame came to predominate is akin to Weick's (1995: 6) notion of an implicit vote in the organization, but the evidence from this study shows that how people "voted" at any one point in time was influenced by the frames mobilized by coalitions engaged in these framing practices. The predominant frame was a practical accomplishment resulting from this purposeful action and interaction. Figure 1 above shows that where initial frames are not congruent, actors are likely to engage in framing practices with the goal of achieving a degree of resonance that mobilized support for his or her own frame. At CommCorp, these framing practices were of two kinds: legitimacy battles and frame realignment.
While the classification of these practices was derived inductively, the resulting categories were nicely congruent with the field-level concepts identified in the social movements literature (Benford and Snow 2000; Snow et al. 1986) , and so I retain their terminology here. I found that these practices were an iterative means of working out which frame would meet the broadest set of interests in the organization. Table 3 gives examples of the types of framing practices undertaken by actors in the Last Mile and Multiservice projects.
--Insert Table 3 here --Legitimacy battles. Research on institutional change has emphasized the role of legitimating accounts and rhetoric as a means for individual actors and coalitions to reinforce their positions (Creed, Scully and Austin 2002; Zbaracki 1998) . Evidence from the unfolding of the six decisions in the Last Mile and Multiservice projects suggests that legitimization work took various forms. Actors attempted to get their own frame to predominate through efforts both to establish the legitimacy of the frames -what Benford and Snow (2000: 620) call the "empirical credibility" of the frame -and to validate their own authority as claimsmakers (Lounsbury and Glynn 2001) . In addition to reinforcing their own position, they also actively worked to undermine the legitimacy of the frames and authority of opposing coalitions.
The first recourse of proponents and opponents was to use data to bolster the legitimacy of their own frames or subvert that of others. Many studies of engineering cultures highlight the deep attachment of engineers to facts and rational analysis (Bucciarelli 1994; Kunda 1986; Vincenti 1990 "No backhoes" meant no new technologies such as fiber that would require the service providers to dig up the ground to install them. Hugh then launched an analysis of actual copper capabilities, and his PowerPoint document grew to 238 pages. His goal was to "beat down the doubting Thomases" with the force of the information provided. Consistent with Hugh's prognostic frame that OpAccess technologies were the appropriate solution to the market opportunity, his document also included a large section describing
OpAccess approaches and each of the firms that were developing this kind of technology. Opponents to the project -primarily those in the marketing and economic analysis functions but also Theresa Veneto, the head of the Steering Committee -worked to show that OpAccess was only a niche solution.
According to Hugh, each side engaged in efforts to "debunk the debunkers" with further data and analysis. Much of what would be considered traditional strategy analyses such as opportunity identification was conducted as a part of these legitimacy battles. Actors' analyses were guided, however, by the particular frame that they brought to the situation. In the Multiservice project, Jack regularly referred to the "linear" thinking of the marketing team and of the business units. From his point of view, any analyses produced by marketers could not be trusted because they used the wrong assumptions about the market. The conclusion of these interactions was to gather more data to resolve these kinds of disputes, often with each side "dump trucking" data on the other. But, as Hugh suggested,
"Like most things, there is no absolute truth in anything. And, if you want to find the aspect to say it is a dog project, you can prove conclusively it's a dog. If you want to find the aspect to say, yeah, here are the golden nuggets that could make something really useful, you'll find it."
The empirical credibility battle often ended in impasse as the "facts" became malleable in the debates.
When data failed to build legitimacy for frames, proponents then turned to framing practices aimed at increasing their own legitimacy as claimsmakers or decreasing that of opponents. Such legitimacy can function as a cue to substitute for facts under conditions of ambiguity (Lounsbury and Glynn 2001) . These efforts were essentially attempts to find a basis of power, through expertise, position, or reference to other influential actors or to cultural values (French and Raven 1968) . Conscious of the need to manage the impressions of (Elsbach and Sutton 1992) and sell to (Dutton and Ashford 1993) more senior managers, proponents and opponents sought out legitimacy by lobbying Brad Copeland, the head of ATG, and other Review Board members in "backroom discussions." Each side attempted to call on important values within CommCorp, either old ones (e.g., Jack, as the leader of the Multiservice project, made regular reference to the role of ATG as the source of CommCorp's thought leadership) or new ones (e.g., the Last Mile marketing team insisted that CommCorp no longer placed primacy on optical technologies).
In both projects, consistent with the cultural values of an engineering organization, the project leaders advocated for the power of technical expertise. In the debate about OpAccess during the Last Mile project, Hugh argued that his long experience in access technology development -in contrast to those "who spell 'access' with a 'k'" (meaning, those who did not understand access technologies) -established his sole legitimacy in defining the investment decision. According to Vince Weston, an advisor to Brad Copeland, the discussions often became an "I-know-more-than-you debate." On the Multiservice project, Jack initially had convinced Brad about the opportunity. Yet, Tom Rentham found strong resistance from the business units who thought the technology was "threatening and cannibalizing." As a result, he could not support the project because he saw the world through a frame that valued a formal decision-making process and a solid business case. Tom's legitimacy as a claimsmaker came from his reliance on the power of the business units.
So, despite Brad's enthusiasm for the technology, the business case frame won the day when the Steering Committee refused to review the project. But, Jack continued to rely on the tradition of technical expertise within ATG. He and other technology leaders refused to acknowledge the expertise of the marketing team in its own domain of market analysis.
Realigning frames. The projects often reached a final investment decision when one or the other side found a way to realign frames. At CommCorp, I observed the four types of frame alignment practices previously identified by Snow, Rochford, Worden and Benford (1986) -bridging, amplifying, extending and transforming (see examples in Table 3 ). Such efforts were aimed at changing the frame to mobilize the support of neutral actors or counteract the stance of opponents. This set of framing practices was essential to project outcomes but occurred alongside the legitimacy battles described above.
As an example, in the case of the Last Mile project, Hugh started out with a diagnostic frame based on a vision of CommCorp as a company that needed to live up to its "broadband birthright." He claimed that if CommCorp was going to stake its territory as a network company, then it needed to be in all parts of the network. He was able to overcome initial resistance by claiming that this project would only help CommCorp "get access to access" technologies rather than require the company to build the technology internally.
Facing further resistance, he amplified his claims to argue that it would be "an absolute competitive disaster"
if CommCorp did not provide products to cover the last mile of the network. These tactics managed to gain enough support to assure agreement to fund an initial "100 days" of study.
This approach did not retain many adherents, despite Hugh's attempts to establish his own authority and the legitimacy of his frame. The head of the marketing team, Terrence Smith, said that his group was "circling the wagons" against the Last Mile proponents. The project was nearly shut down at the second decision point. Frustrated by his lack of ability to get his view to win, Hugh and his successor as project leader, Hermann, "staged a coup" by ceasing to communicate with the marketing team. They felt that the only way to move ahead was to reframe the project as one designed to support a business unit, and this guided a period of ultimately successful search for a willing internal partner. This new frame required them to narrow the scope of the project -including moving away from their frame of OpAccess as a solution -to be consistent with business unit needs. Opponents continued to push the "backhoe free" solution in an attempt to extend their business case frame to broader issues. However, by transforming the frame from one centered on OpAccess technologies as a response to a market threat to one in which access technologies would be responsive to business unit needs, Hugh and Hermann were able to deflect support away from the business case frame of their opponents. In those dire times, a business unit support frame resonated with most people and thus came to predominate when the final investment decision was made.
Similarly, Jack first attempted to frame Multiservice as necessary to meet the competitive threat coming from startups in this technical arena. This frame did not resonate broadly, so Jack got help from Edward Fischer (a senior technical colleague with years of experience in Silicon Valley) to reframe the project as something more palatable to the Steering Committee and Review Board. They felt that focusing on a particular customer need would be a more tangible way to view the market opportunity. By engaging a customer it a trial of the technology, the produced powerful evidence that a market opportunity existed.
Edward also argued that this incremental step with a single customer was a phased means to implement what he hoped would ultimately be a more radical technology, thus bridging between a technology passion and business case frame. Theresa, as head of the Steering Committee, had long been an opponent, but her view was changed by these tactics. She noted after the project was formally approved: By framing the project as a phased effort, Jack extended the customer support frame to encompass Theresa's frame about the importance of using a formal decision-making process. Jack thus effectively increased the resonance of his own frame about the project and counteracted the arguments of the opposition.
The legitimacy and alignment framing practices tended to move in phases. In the Last Mile and Multiservice projects, the framing contests started with legitimacy battles over data supporting the frames.
This was succeeded by battles over the legitimacy of the claimsmakers and eventually attempts to realign frames. While this study does not include enough cases to be able to sort out the contingencies which might provoke different sequences of framing practices, this order of activities seems consistent with evidence from the broader set of projects to which I was exposed during the field work and with a theoretical understanding of the relationship between these different practices. Given the engineering background of most of the actors in the ATG organization, it is not surprising that the contests started with the empirical credibility of the frame. Their natural instincts and training led them to focus on analysis first. Using data to sort definitively through differing views represents the idealized view of strategy making in which uncertainties can be resolved through the acquisition and analysis of additional information (Porter 1980) . But, during this period of upheaval at CommCorp, it became clear that such analyses were not enough to get a particular frame to prevail over others, and actors turned their attention to substantiating their own legitimacy as claimsmakers.
This would suggest that efforts to fortify an actor's legitimacy would be observed when traditional analytical approaches failed. O' Keefe (1990) points out that attempts to establish legitimacy are only necessary when additional justification is needed to support a course of action. These legitimacy battles had the effect of defining positions and highlighting differences. This polarization made realigning frames easier because the points of contention were more clearly outlined. Frame realignment would be less likely to succeed if not preceded by the wrangling over the legitimacies of frames and claimsmakers. If realignment failed, then frames would continue to diverge, activities would remain unresolved and decisions would be deferred. This should not, however, be seen as a straightforward and linear process. In practice, the phases were quite iterative. Legitimacy battles often provoked new analysis of data. Realigning frames was primarily a search for alternative sources of legitimacy.
Frames and interests, framing and politics. The evidence presented here suggests that framing practices shaped and were shaped by the political pursuit of interests (as shown in Figure 2) . Frames defined what was at stake (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992) , and the introduction of new frames was a means to transform interests. Interests were not fixed in the way conceived by rational choice models but rather were subject to interpretation. Actors would do what it took to motivate collective action, and in doing so they produced meaning for others and for themselves.
Much as individuals had a repertoire of knowledge accumulations that made it possible for different frames to be salient, they also had multiple, sometimes conflicting, interests, only some of which were relevant in a particular decision context. Some interests were tangible, such as getting a promotion or preserving one's job. Other interests were intangible, such as being seen as an expert, gaining peer recognition or working on "cool projects." Other interests had a collective aspect, such as a chance to contribute to the project team, support one's own functional group, or make ATG look good within
CommCorp. Often interests were at odds with each other. When Hugh left the Last Mile decision meeting midstream, he was acting on his interest in being perceived as an expert but against his interest in preserving his position in the organization as he was subsequently removed as project leader.
The evidence suggests that interests cannot be seen as fixed properties of individuals. Which interests became salient depended on how actors framed the situation. Skilled social actors found frames that made others think that what was proposed was in their own interests (Fligstein 2001) . A retelling of the Last Mile story could interpret the "pro-optical" stance as one of a self-interested desire to preserve jobs and maintain status. At the initiation of the project, ATG had just made a dramatic cut in another major optical project. As Albert Lee, a marketing team member, reflected later,
"The cynical view is that Last Mile got invented because there was nothing else for these [optical] people to do…They asked, 'what question can I construct to preserve my job, my people and my optical playground…' [But,] the other unsaid piece is that there is a hope that if we save more of the optical people and their expertise, the optical market will come back in a few years. The view is that we will need these people, and we will save the company, because we just completely believe in it. I will not say it is a religious thing, but it is a really intensely felt all-the-way-down-deep-in-the-soul type of thing that this is the right thing to do."
At first glance, this response would appear to be about raw interests alone: managers supported projects if the alternative might not include them and therefore put their jobs at risk. Yet, managers' perceptions of job alternatives were driven by their ability to envision alternative futures. In an era when layoffs were rife throughout CommCorp, managers would experience cognitive dissonance if their frames were inconsistent with individual or group interests. For example, resistance to the previous cuts in the optical program only diminished when the optical engineers saw that new projects, such as Multiservice or Last Mile, would provide other work opportunities. If ever a frame was mobilized that did not privilege interests of a critical mass of decision participants, the coalition then re-worked the issues to identify a combination of interests and frames that swayed the decision in their favor.
But, framing practices were not simply used by individuals making instrumental arguments to get their projects approved. Actors were not able to sell particular viewpoints unless these frames were present in their own frame repertoires. Framing was not just impression management but reflected the sensemaking of the actors. Framing was also aimed at getting the intended audience to see things differently. Therefore, one can conclude that the purposeful efforts at framing were intimately linked to both an actor's own sensemaking and that of others (as Fiss and Hirsch 2005, observed at the industry level). Selling could not happen absent the interpretation. For example, it was not until Edward Fischer joined the Multiservice project that realigning frames to focus on customer support was possible. Jack had continued to push the pure technology frame. Even after failing to get funding, he did not have the experience to reframe the project.
Adding Edward and introducing the team to new frames (coming from Edward's Silicon Valley experience)
had the effect of expanding the repertoires of the proposing team. Jack could never have won over either Tom or George with a "technology passion" frame because neither had a technical background and thus would not sympathize with such a view. Whereas, reframing the initiative as technical leadership for a customer bridged to their frames about the importance of responding to the market. The implication is that strategy making cannot be seen as driven purely by the political pursuit of interests. Because frames and interests are so tightly intertwined, political action is equally a means for promoting one's own frame for seeing investment choices. Predominant frames are thus practical accomplishments forged in contention.
Summary
Summing up the evidence on frames from the six decisions analyzed, I find that multiple frames about an investment choice existed, especially because of the turbulent present and uncertain future. As shown in Figure 2 , the interactions of individuals in the form of framing contests shaped strategic outcomes. Such framing contests led to longer decision-making processes in the Last Mile and Multiservice projects than desired by the participants. Research in strategic management has suggested that fast decision speeds, in particular in turbulent environments, lead to better performance (Baum and Wally 2003; Eisenhardt 1989b The plurality of frames and the presence of conflict appeared to be a vital part of strategy making in a setting with high stakes and ambiguous outcomes . Framing contests were productive because they led to the vetting of ideas and balanced potential bias in decision-making. While it will be years before we know if the decisions to invest in Last Mile or Multiservice enhanced CommCorp performance, from the perspective of management, the conflictual decision-making process was essential.
Stepping back, the project-level framing contests analyzed in these two initiatives represent micromechanisms of a broader organizational shift in logics. The crash in the optics market presented a fundamental challenge to CommCorp. Where the "Lab mindset" had shaped the trajectories of action over many years, this path no longer appeared sustainable. These kinds of crises are critical moments for incumbent firms -adaptation is essential to survival. Ultimately, the frame that increasingly came to predominate in ATG decisions was one related to a business unit focus or customer-related opportunity.
Slowly, the pursuit of "cool" new technologies lost its currency as a valid reason to invest. Institutional theorists have argued that during periods of upheaval, actors will put together alternative frames to organize activity (Fligstein 2001) . This study provides a more granular perspective on how this change takes place.
The framing contests model proposes that adaptation occurs not at the organizational level but rather at the project level in the day-to-day, often conflictual, interactions associated with choices about investment.
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
This paper explores the role that cognitive frames played in shaping strategic choices during a period of high uncertainty in the case of two technology strategy projects. From this examination of the practices of strategy making, I have elaborated a model of framing contests which elucidates the ways that cognition and politics are linked. As with any ethnographic study, this exploration of CommCorp's strategy making is limited in its scope. It focused on one firm over the short period of eight months during the particularly extreme situation of a market crash. However, ATG's relatively democratic decision-making process, the high stakes nature of the decisions at hand, the uncertain market, and the accompanying widely diverging interpretations, likely made the framing contests I investigated especially dramatic. This period of upheaval brought out in relief dynamics that might be muted in more stable times (Meyer et al. 2005) . I find that frames influence strategic choices, not in a deterministic fashion but rather in one mediated by organizational framing contests. This model opens up the black boxes of politics in cognitive models and of cognition in political models of strategy making by showing that frames are both constraints and resources for actors acting purposefully to shape strategic choices. These observations have implications for scholarship in managerial cognition and strategy making, in particular under conditions of uncertainty.
I have used social movements theories of framing (Benford 1993; Benford and Snow 2000) as an analytical lens through which to interpret the field data and develop a theory of framing contests in strategy making. I show that these ideas can be taken from the social policy domain and usefully applied to analyze processes within the firm. While the notion of using social movements theories to understand organizations' behaviors is not new, Zald (2005) has noted recently that these ideas have gained more traction in studying the role of organizations in shaping industry-level phenomena rather than in exploring dynamics inside organizations. By bringing social movements theory to bear in understanding the practices of managers making strategy at the project-and decision-levels of analysis, I can expose the conditions under which framing contests lead to predominant frames, or alternatively, lack of resolution and deferred decisions. This micro-level understanding extends social movement theories by taking into account the sources of frames and showing how frames change over time. Framing practices are not solely the instrumental or rhetorical acts to shape the frames of others described by social movements researchers but are also constrained and enabled by the frames through which each actor sees the world. Both the multiplicity of actors' frame repertoires as well as purposeful framing activities make shifts in frames possible.
Implications for understanding cognition and strategy
This study responds to recent calls to move beyond content issues and investigate the processes that connect cognition to strategic outcomes (Bogner and Barr 2000) , especially by looking at cognition as situated, interactive and temporally bounded (Elsbach et al. 2005; Lant 2002) . In using frame analysis (Goffman 1974) , I focus attention on the interrelationship between what is given (knowledge accumulations and frame
repertoires) and what is constructed through interaction (predominant frames). The resulting practice-based framing contests model shows that predominant collective frames are not the mere aggregation of individual cognitions but rather a product of a dynamic process of meaning construction. Cognition is, therefore, not only contextually situated but also the outcome of political action. Framing is purposeful in the sense that individuals and groups engage in framing practices to shape the outcomes of investment decisions, and it is contested in the sense that the frames of different groups often come into conflict. This study demonstrates the inherently political nature of cognition in strategy making.
One implication is that the frames we observe empirically, particularly for quantitative studies, are static depictions that are an artifice required for analysis but do not capture the dynamics of the actual framing process. Any representation of a firm-level construct measuring cognition can only be understood as a negotiated outcome resulting from diverse internal views. This suggests that it is problematic to treat the firm as a macro-level whole in studies of strategy, in particular during periods of uncertainty. Rather than reifying the firm as an actor as much of the strategic management literature is wont to do, this work demonstrates the value of viewing it as a collective of people with different cognitive frames. And, as a result, firm response to change is a product of the interactions among them. The framing contests model sheds light on the organizational processes by which dominant logics emerge and change, something that has been of interest at both the field (Thornton and Ocasio 1999) and organizational levels (Prahalad and Bettis 1986) . Goffman (1974: 25) calls to our attention what he calls the "embarrassing fact" that actors have multiple frames, but such multiplicity does not have to be an inconvenient truth. It is precisely the polysemy of frame repertoires that make a change in logics possible. Framing practices, when skillfully deployed, can reshape frames such that new frames or logics triumph over old.
Similarly, this portrayal of framing contests challenges the notion of a dominant coalition being a fixed entity in the organization. Framing practices can bring new coalitions to the fore and different coalitions may dominate in the context of different issues. Thus, framing contests are not just about senior managers engaging in the symbolic tasks of "sensemaking" and "sensegiving" to lower levels of the organization (Gioia and Chittipeddi 1991; Pfeffer 1981) nor about issue selling up the chain of command (Dutton and Ashford 1993) . Different coalitions come to dominate in particular contexts through framing practices. All actors are potential producers and consumers of frames. And, while rhetorical strategies (Suddaby and Greenwood 2005; Zbaracki 1998 ) are clearly an essential tool for actors in these contests, they are part of a broader dynamic of negotiating meaning over time. A framing perspective differs by suggesting that frames are not only instrumental tools for the ex post justification of actions taken through power but rather are an ex ante part of the political process that produces decisions. Framing is not a set of symbolic actions distinct from substantive outcomes but instead a process by which these outcomes are constructed.
Frames are the resources through which actors can gain influence. As a result, power can be accessible to multiple actors. Contesting frames is a way of changing the power structures in the organization.
These explorations offer one answer to the integration of cognitive and political models of strategy making and open up future avenues of study in managerial cognition. The evidence suggests that actors are more likely to see their own perspectives as objective and that of others as being biased by a frame which filters information. They see the operation of others' frames but not their own. Studies, perhaps even lab experiments, might explore the sources of this misattribution and also what conditions might provoke actors to be aware of their own frames. Further explorations might focus on examining how much difference in frames creates enough incongruence to trigger the use of framing practices (Orlikowski and Gash 1994) . We also still need to know more about how individuals' different styles might predispose them to engage in particular framing practices and about the ways individuals deploy frames depending on the audience, the forum or other larger contextual issues (Creed, Langstraat and Scully, 2002) . Comparative studies across organizations might also help develop a contingent model of the sequences of these framing practices. Such future research would further bolster our understanding of the micro-foundations of cognition in strategy.
Implications for models of strategy making
Taking a practice approach to framing helps extend existing models of strategy making. While cognition has not been entirely absent from previous studies of strategic decision making, it was considered in a mainly behavioral, boundedly rational way in early models such as the "garbage can" (Cohen et al. 1972; March and Olsen 1976) . The framing contests model contains many echoes of the garbage can. Both models examine how solutions are matched with problems, but the garbage can obscures the actual decision-making process itself. The garbage can model objectifies problems and solutions: they do not change according to context. The framing contests model is differentiated in its focus on purposeful action to interpret problems and solutions and to catalyze a match between them. A practice-based framing perspective suggests that problems and solutions are actually subject to interpretation. Diagnostic frames shape the understanding of what the problem is, and prognostic frames guide views of the solution. The resolution of framing contests can shape which solutions match which problems. As others have noted, the garbage can model does not satisfactorily account for such purposeful action (Eisenhardt and Zbaracki 1992) .
Subsequent studies of purposeful action in strategy processes have mainly foregrounded the political pursuit of interests (Bower 1970; Eisenhardt and Bourgeois 1988; Pettigrew 1973) . The analysis in this paper suggests that the role of framing as a central mechanism within this process cannot be ignored. In the projects studied for this paper, many actors at different levels of the organization were relevant in making strategic choices, and groups of proponents and opponents coalesced to advance their own frames and interests. They engaged in framing practices to influence the decision. As a result, interests shaped ideas, but frames also created contexts for action, contexts which then reciprocally shaped the interests that participants came to have. In research on social movements, the turn towards framing was a corrective to political models which had failed to recognize that interests were not objectively given but rather defined and interpreted (Campbell 2005; McAdam, McCarthy and Zald 1996) . Similarly, the framing contests model complements existing political models of strategy making by highlighting the essential role that frames play in shaping outcomes, such that framing practices and political action should be understood as tightly intertwined.
The appeal, therefore, of taking a practice approach to strategy making is that it helps conceptualize strategy makers as knowledgeable and purposive though not wholly free agents. This view admits more agency than assumed in behavioral theories but recognizes that such agency is not entirely unconstrained in the way imagined by strategic theories based on rational choice. It gives us analytical purchase to explore more complex manifestations of human agency, those in which actors are both constrained and enabled by their historically derived frame repertoires. It allows us to show that frames are not unified systems that drive outcomes in a consistent or determined direction. Instead, outcomes are mediated by the more or less skillful deployment of framing practices in organizational framing contests. A strategy-as-practice perspective distinguishes itself from its process theory antecedents in emphasizing the agency of individual actors, the situated nature of their action and an activity-level (rather than firm-level) of analysis (Jarzabkowski 2005; Johnson, Langley, Melin and Whittington 2007; Whittington 1996) . As a result, we can push beyond simple "bounded rationality" (Simon 1947 ) notions of cognition in decision making or solely interest-based political models of strategic choice. The value of the practice approach is in challenging the structure of causality assumed in many traditional strategy models. It also shows how structures associated with interpretations of the environment and potential strategies of action are not fixed but rather constituted by particular actors in particular circumstances. The approach makes it possible to unpack the nature of human agency in these contexts, showing the potential for transformation as well as for routinization in action.
Implications for understanding how firms manage change in the environment
At the field level, institutional theorists are increasingly turning to explorations of the factors associated with emergence and change in addition to those that produce stability (c.f., Clemens and Cook 1999; Hirsch and Lounsbury 1997; Stryker 2000) , and social movement theories figure prominently in these efforts (Lounsbury et al. 2003) . Similarly, at the organizational level, the framing contests model could be extended to offer insights about the underlying dynamics of firm inertia and adaptation during periods of uncertainty.
On the one hand, inertial responses can come from either the lock-in of an existing frame or the failure of a new one to prevail in the contest over meanings. In the case of successful incumbent organizations, it could be the case that a frame becomes deeply embedded the architecture of the organization (Henderson and Clark 1990) . A predominant collective frame can be usefully seen as a "truce" (Nelson and Winter 1982 ) that embodies both a frame about what strategic direction should be pursued as well as a set of interests aligned with that frame (Kaplan and Henderson 2005) . Organizations therefore might not be able to respond adequately to a change in the environment because an outmoded but institutionalized frame continues to
predominate. Yet, the reproduction of a particular institutional set up is not always certain. A truce can break down if there is no longer a close fit with the external environment. Actors could then engage in framing practices in the pursuit of a new truce. Where alternative views do surface, the framing contests model suggests that organizations may still not be able to respond if a new frame does not come to prevail. In these cases, inertial responses will be the product of unresolved activities and deferred decisions.
On the other hand, the model also suggests that managers do not have to be victims of institutionalized frames. Adaptation can be the result of purposeful action on the part of actors to shape the frames of others. These efforts can lead new frames to predominate in new sets of strategic choices. Many firms have accomplished this is by replacing top managers (Tushman and Rosenkopf 1996; Virany, Tushman and Romanelli 1996) or by allowing autonomous decision making in various levels of the organization (Burgelman 1994) . These efforts have the effect of changing or expanding the frame repertoires of management, thus enabling alternative frames to become salient. However, the framing contests model points out that change would also be possible through the entrepreneurial action of existing actors in the organization. Actors could choose to enact different frames by drawing differently on their frame repertoires and thus mobilizing action in a new direction. From a normative standpoint, this would suggest that managers might choose deliberately to promote framing contests in anticipation of or in early response to changes in the environment (Foster and Kaplan 2001; Schön and Rein 1994) . Framing is a cognitive mechanism for change to the extent it affects how actors perceive the possibilities for such creative action.
CONCLUSION
The stories of the technology strategy decisions in the Last Mile and Multiservice projects provide insight into the mechanisms through which frames influence strategic choice. My field observations suggest a new understanding of framing in the context of turbulent environments. Information ambiguity is the linchpin of strategy making in periods of uncertainty, and framing is key to explaining how actors cope with it. The resolution of framing contests allows managers to move forward in the face of uncertainty. The empirical evidence from this study suggests that firms possess the makings of both adaptation and inertia. Strategic response is therefore constructed through the conflicts in frames and the purposeful action of managers seeking to make their own frames triumph over others. 
Market pessimism Business case
• Decision 3 (September):
Decision to narrow focus to a particular application area, for a specific business unit • Do the copper analysis to "debunk the debunkers"
• Marketing team "circles the wagons" to make sure that individual analyses can't be picked apart
• Edward launches effort to gather more data on "killer apps" that will drive nonlinear demand increases (after Albert argues that he can't find any data on killer apps)
• Claim that those "who spell 'access' with a 'k'" should not have a claim to influence decisions
• Marketing team argues that industry no longer values optics
• Susannah holds numerous "backroom discussions" with Theresa to force the project through the Steering Committee process
• Hugh walks out of review meeting
• Hugh argues that it is the customers who demand an end to end solution
• Hermann and Hugh "stage a coup" to seek out support from business unit
• Bridging: Hugh claims that he is only doing a study to get "access to access" (rather than building the technology internally)
• Amplifying: Hugh's switch in description of project from "broadband birthright" to "absolute competitive disaster" not to have a presence in access
• Extending: Marketing team focuses on requiring a "backhoe free" solution
• Transforming. Hugh and Hermann move from a "pro-OpAccess" frame to arguing that the project will be essential in order to support the needs of a particular business unit Multiservice • Jack's initial detailed analysis of Multiservice technologies
• When Jack wants the business case revisited, George refuses because he has done the analysis once and feels that he is being bullied by Jack
• Jack argues that marketing team uses "linear" thinking and therefore the numbers are not representative of the real opportunity
• Jack eventually puts some numbers together to support the case
• Jack and Edward identify a customer (a service provider) to support the project
• Jack argues that technical expertise should dominate marketing views (as it had in the old days)
• Jack makes continual reference to the role of ATG as a technical leader
• Theresa gets Jack's boss (Erik) to insist the project follow the Steering Committee process
• Tom argues that he cannot identify any business unit to support the project
• Transforming: When the "market optimism" frame doesn't resonate, Jack makes early attempt to sell project as a response to competitive threat
• Amplifying: Later shift from competitive threat to customer need
• Extending: Proponents argue that the project is and "exploratory" trial for a customer so that approval makes sense because a business case could eventually emerge from these explorations
• Bridging: Edward reframes project as radical technology but with implementable incremental steps
